We hypothesized that measures of coronary artery calcified plaque (CAC) collected at baseline from the Diabetes Heart Study (DHS) would explain associations between cognition and diabetes collected at followup approximately 7 years later. The DHS is a sibling study of cardiovascular disease (CVD) in a cohort with a high prevalence of type 2 diabetes (~80%). Associations between baseline CAC and cognitive performance were tested using generalized estimating equations and mixed effects models to adjust for familial relationships. Diabetes status was associated (p b 0.05) with poorer performance on tests of verbal memory, processing speed, and semantic fluency adjusting for age, sex, education, and hypertension status. As hypothesized, including CAC in the statistical model attenuated this association. Additionally, CAC and fasting glucose predicted performance in tasks not associated with diabetes status in this study (Stroop Task, Phonemic Fluency). These results confirm work attributing the heterogeneity of cognitive outcomes in type 2 diabetes to subclinical risk factors that combine to affect different aspects of brain function. Importantly, these results imply that risk factor intervention should begin before comorbidities, particularly CVD, become clinically apparent.
Introduction
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a complex disorder that affects multiple organ systems, including the brain. Risk factors associated with T2DM are linked to cognitive performance in non-diabetic subjects, most prominently glucose regulation (Lamport, Lawton, Mansfield, & Dye, 2009 ), hypertension (Novak & Hajjar, 2010) and cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Warsch & Wright, 2010) . There is evidence that even subclinical variations in these factors in non-diabetic people may be linked to cognitive decline (Dahle, Jacobs, & Raz, 2009 ).
T2DM increases the risk for dementia (Leibson et al., 1997; Ott et al., 1999; Peila, Rodriguez, & Launer, 2002) . It is also associated with poorer functioning in a variety of cognitive domains (Arvanitakis, Wilson, Li, Aggarwal, & Bennett, 2006; Awad, Gagnon, & Messier, 2004; Brands et al., 2007; Cukierman-Yaffe et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2010) comparable to the cognitive deterioration associated with normal aging (Reijmer, van den Berg, Ruis, Kappelle, & Biessels, 2010) . While there is consensus that T2DM negatively contributes to cognitive function, there is significant variability across studies in the cognitive domains affected by diabetes, and some question whether a specific association exists at all [for review, see (Awad et al., 2004; Reijmer et al., 2010) ].
Multiple studies have observed that when clinically evident CVD is included in models of cognition in T2DM, it explains much of the variation in cognitive performance associated with T2DM Ruis et al., 2009; van den Berg, de Craen, Biessels, Gussekloo, & Westendorp, 2006) . Individuals with T2DM also have an increased risk for subclinical markers of CVD, such as greater carotid artery intima media thickness (IMT) (Mykkanen et al., 1997) and increased amounts of calcified atherosclerotic plaque in coronary and carotid arteries (Hoff et al., 2003; Schurgin, Rich, & Mazzone, 2001 ). In non-diabetic subjects, CAC has been associated with poorer cognition (Rosano, Naydeck, Kuller, Longstreth, & Newman, 2005; Vidal et al., 2010) . However, the association between vascular calcification and cognition in people with T2DM is not well studied.
The Diabetes Heart Study-Mind (DHS-Mind), a follow-up study to the Diabetes Heart Study (DHS), provides a unique opportunity to examine relationships between cognitive function, vascular calcified plaque and other major diabetes risk factors associated with cognition. The DHS investigated CVD in siblings with a high incidence and prevalence of T2DM, where extensive measurements of CVD risk factors were obtained during exams that occurred from 1998 to 2006. Measures included CAC, carotid artery calcium (CarCP), and carotid artery IMT. The ongoing DHS-Mind study is a follow-up study that began in 2008. The DHS-Mind added cognitive testing to existing measures with the express purpose of exploring the relationships between measures of atherosclerosis and cognition in a population enriched for diabetes, a novel approach given that previous studies have focused on diabetes and cognition in the context of clinically evident CVD. In addition, unlike a typical case-control study, elements of genetic and environmental background, which are common confounds in case-control studies of T2DM, are shared between affected and unaffected siblings in this population. Therefore, we examined associations between cognition and T2DM risk factors in the DHS-Mind cohort.
Methods

Subjects
The DHS Mind is a follow-up to the DHS, a family-based genetic study that began in 1998 and included 1443 subjects of European American and African American descent. The DHS Mind aimed to rerecruit as many of these participants as possible, with a focus on those of European descent, and then recruit from the community to complete enrollment. The DHS Mind is currently ongoing, but the portion of the study re-recruiting DHS participants is complete. The study sample for the analyses reported here consisted of 516 European American participants who completed the DHS and follow-up DHS-Mind and had both coronary calcification and cognitive testing data. Of these, 422 were affected with T2DM and 94 were unaffected.
Recruitment and ascertainment of these subjects have been described in detail (Bowden et al., 2010; Wagenknecht et al., 2001) . Briefly, this family study examining genetic contributions to CVD and T2DM recruited siblings concordant for diabetes without evidence of advanced renal insufficiency. Potential subjects were excluded if they were on dialysis. Individuals were considered to have T2DM if they developed diabetes after the age of 34 years and were treated with insulin and/or oral agents without historical evidence of ketoacidosis. To complement these diagnostic criteria, fasting glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) were measured at baseline and the follow-up DHS Mind visit.
Siblings without T2DM were included if they had at least two enrolled diabetes-affected siblings meeting the above criteria. Participants who self-reported being unaffected were coded as affected if they reported taking insulin or oral agents, or presented with HbA1 c greater than or equal to 6.5%. Participants classified as unaffected were unaffected at both visits. In order to avoid problems with diabetes classification, participants (n = 30) were excluded from this analysis if they were not affected with diabetes at the baseline visit when CAC was measured, but were affected at the follow-up visit when cognition was tested, as determined by selfreport of diagnosis of diabetes or HbA 1c greater than or equal to 6.5%.
All subjects provided written informed consent. Study protocols were approved by the Wake Forest School of Medicine Institutional Review Board and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Study design
The parent DHS consisted of one study visit during which a medical history, demographic information, standard laboratory measures (e.g., fasting cholesterol, triglycerides) and multiple measures of cardiovascular health were collected. Measures of vascular calcified plaque included Agatston scores derived from computed tomography (CT) measures of coronary (CAC) and carotid (CarCP) arteries. In addition, IMT of the wall of the common carotid artery was measured using B-mode ultrasonography. Detailed methods have been described . This cohort is being re-examined in the DHSMind study, which began in 2008. Participants returned an average of 6.7 ± 1.6 years after their initial visit.
In the DHS-Mind, participants were administered a battery of cognitive tests including the Digit Symbol Substitution Task (DSST) (Wechsler, 1981) , the Modified Mini-Mental State Examination (3MSE) (Teng & Chui, 1987) , Phonemic Fluency via the Controlled Oral Word Association Task (COWA), Semantic Fluency (Benton, Hamsher, & Sivan, 1994; Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006) , the Stroop test (Houx, Jolles, & Vreeling, 1993) , and the Rey AuditoryVerbal Learning Task (RAVLT) (Lezak, Howieson, & Loring, 2004) .
DSST performance was defined as the number of correct responses within 2 min. In this analysis, the measure derived from the Stroop test was the ratio of response times for subtest 1 to subtest 3. The metric of Phonemic Fluency was the sum of words generated for three different letters (F, A, S). Semantic Fluency was measured as the sum of words generated for two different categories (kitchen, animals). The RAVLT measure employed was the sum of words remembered across the first 5 trials.
Although most subjects completed all the cognitive tasks, there were a small number who did not. Forty-two participants were part of a pilot feasibility study and did not complete the Phonemic or Semantic fluency tasks. In addition, participants who reported being color-blind or missed a significant number of questions on the colornaming portion of the task were excluded from analysis of the Stroop test (n = 6). DSST scores were missing for 3 subjects due to problems with writing (n = 1) and vision (n = 2). The RAVLT and MMSE were not completed by one subject each. One subject had an extremely low score on the 3MSE and was unable to complete the other tasks, in part due to vision problems. 3MSE models were computed with and without this subject. Inclusion of the subject did not change the statistical results, so the data were included.
Analyses
Statistical analysis was completed using SAS software version 9.2 implemented with SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Statistical significance was defined as a p-value ≤ 0.05. Summary statistics such as means and standard deviations were computed for the normally distributed continuous characteristics; medians and interquartile ranges were computed for non-normally distributed continuous characteristics; and counts and frequencies were computed for discrete characteristics separately for those with and without diabetes ( Table 1 ). Average differences between those affected and unaffected with diabetes were assessed using generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Liang & Zeger, 1986) to account for the familial correlation, but were otherwise unadjusted. Data from the Stroop test and measures of CAC, CarCP, IMT, and fasting glucose were transformed with a natural log to approximate a normal distribution.
A mixed effects model was used to test for associations between risk factors associated with T2DM and cognitive performance. The covariance arising from sibling relationships was accounted for by including family as a random effect. Cognitive tests including 3MSE, DSST, Stroop, Phonemic Fluency, Semantic Fluency, and RAVLT were treated as dependent variables. Cognitive test scores were standardized by calculating z-scores for each measure to facilitate comparison across tasks.
Covariates of interest included presence of diabetes, CAC, CarCP, IMT, fasting glucose, HbA 1c , BMI, smoking, and hypertension. All variables except those for subclinical CVD (CAC, CarCP, IMT) were collected at both baseline and follow-up. Follow-up measures that were contemporaneous with cognitive testing were used as covariates unless otherwise noted. Age, sex, and educational attainment were included in all models.
In cross-sectional studies hypertension is associated with poorer cognitive performance, white matter lesions, and brain atrophy [see (Novak & Hajjar, 2010) for review], and hypertension at baseline has been observed to correlate with cognitive performance at follow-up (van den Berg et al., 2009 ). Presence of hypertension was defined as self-report of diagnosis, observed diastolic blood pressure N 90 mmHg or systolic blood pressure N 140 mmHg, or use of antihypertensive medication. Presence of hypertension at follow-up was selected empirically for use in these models instead of systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, pulse pressure, or presence of baseline hypertension because hypertension status achieved significance in preliminary models, while the other variables did not.
Microvascular disease has also been associated with cognitive performance and brain lesions, particularly renal insufficiency (de Bresser et al., 2010; Jacobson et al., 2011; Murray, 2008; Murray et al., 2011; Seliger et al., 2004) and retinopathy (Ding et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2011; Longstreth et al., 2007; Manschot et al., 2007; Qiu et al., 2010) . Collecting data on microvascular disease was not a primary aim of the DHS Mind, but data were collected on renal insufficiency (albumin/creatinine ratio, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR)) and self-reported retinopathy). A microvascular disease composite was constructed where 1 point was given for selfreported laser eye surgery for retinopathy and 1 point was given for an eGFR less than or equal to 60 ml/min.
To fairly contrast different models, model building was performed on a subset of 335 participants (252 affected, 83 unaffected,) who had complete data for all variables of interest. Variables that were missing data in more than 5 individuals included, fasting glucose and HbA1 c (n = 45), Stroop task (n = 6), Phonemic and Semantic Fluency (n = 46), CarCP (n = 7), and IMT (n = 55). Participants who were part of the pilot study for the DHS Mind (n = 42) were missing Phonemic Fluency, Semantic Fluency, HbA1 c and fasting glucose. Missing data occurred equally in men and women, and there was no significant difference in age or diabetes duration between those included in the 335 and those not. The following variables were included in the model with basic covariate adjustment one at a time: presence of T2DM, fasting glucose, HbA 1c , BMI, smoking, CAC, CarCP, and IMT. The model with the minimum value for Akaike's information criterion (AIC) was identified as the optimal model for the specific outcome measure. Final analyses aimed to maximize the available data by using all available data points for each measure and were applied to the full data set. 
Results
Characteristics of the study sample are shown in Table 1 , which summarizes and compares T2DM-affected and unaffected subjects adjusting for family relationships only. The two measures of calcified atherosclerotic plaque (CAC, CarCP) and carotid artery IMT were significantly higher in those with diabetes (p b 0.0001). On the cognitive tests, siblings affected with T2DM performed worse than the group who was unaffected with T2DM on the DSST (p = 0.003), RAVLT (p = 0.0003), 3MSE (p = 0.001), and Semantic Fluency (p = 0.007). Scores were lower in those with diabetes on the Stroop test and Phonemic Fluency, but these comparisons failed to reach statistical significance. Next, the relationships between the cognitive measures and T2DM status were tested using progressive models, beginning with the covariates age, sex, and education.
3.1. Associations between cognitive performance, T2DM status, and CAC All cognitive variables were tested for association with T2DM after adjusting for age, sex, and education using a mixed models analysis. Performance on the DSST (β = − 0.18, p = 0.04), RAVLT (β = − 0.22, p = 0.01), and Semantic Fluency (β = − 0.21, p = 0.04) was modestly associated with T2DM status (Table 2, Model 1). After adjusting for age, sex, and education, T2DM status was not associated with performance on the 3MSE, Stroop test, or Phonemic Fluency.
Coronary Artery Calcium burden was highly associated with cognitive performance areas that are typically affected in persons with T2DM (Table 2 , Model 2). Poorer performance on the DSST (β = − 0.05, p = 0.002), RAVLT (β = − 0.05, p = 0.0003), and Semantic Fluency (β = − 0.05, p = 0.007) was associated with increased CAC burden after adjusting for age, sex, and education.
The association between T2DM status and cognitive performance disappeared when we included CAC burden in the analysis. These results are seen in Model 3, Table 2 where CAC and T2DM status were modeled together, also adjusting for age, sex, and education. For all three cognitive tests, inclusion of CAC reduced the association with T2DM status to non-significance. The percent change in the regression coefficient for T2DM status was calculated between Models 1 and 3. Addition of CAC to Model 1 for the DSST resulted in a 38.9% decrease in the magnitude of the coefficient for T2DM status, for the RAVLT it led to a 36.4% decrease, and a 33.3% decrease for Semantic Fluency. Table 2 shows the analytic models found to be the best fit for explaining variance in the three cognitive tests associated with T2DM status (Models 4 and 5). For model fitting, we included in the "base" model age, sex, education and hypertension, factors that have been reliably associated with cognitive performance. Additionally, the best fit model for both the RAVLT and Semantic Fluency was the base model + CAC (Model 4, Table 2 ). Finally, the best fit model for the DSST was the base model + CAC and IMT. BMI and smoking were not associated with cognition in any model.
Best fit models
Associations with other relevant factors: hypertension and microvascular disease
The above results show that vascular calcification is an important predictor of cognitive performance. However, they do not address hypertension or microvascular disease, important vascular risk factors associated with T2DM and cognitive performance.
The DSST was the only cognitive test that showed significant associations with hypertension. Scores on the DSST were associated with hypertension (β = −0.33, p = 0.001) after adjusting for age, sex, and education. When hypertension and T2DM status were modeled together, the association with hypertension remained significant (β = − 0.30, p = 0.005), but the association between DSST and T2DM status was reduced to non-significance (β = −0.12, p = 0.19,), a 33.3% decrease in the magnitude of the regression coefficient for T2DM status. Adding hypertension to Model 3 did not affect the magnitude of the regression coefficient for CAC, but did reduce the regression coefficient for hypertension by 13.3% (β = −0.26, p = 0.01) relative to the model including hypertension and T2DM.
Microvascular disease was included as a composite variable that included observed eGFR less than 60 ml/min and self-reported laser surgery for retinopathy. The DSST was the only cognitive test associated with the microvascular composite after adjusting for age, sex, and education (β = − 0.62, p = 0.0005 for a composite score of 2 relative to 0). The association remained when the microvascular composite was included in the best fit model (β = − 0.49, p = 0.01), although its magnitude was attenuated by 21.0% by inclusion of the other variables. Addition of the microvascular composite slightly attenuated the associations with IMT (β = − 0.62, p = 0.008, 11.4% decrease in regression coefficient) and CAC (β = − 0.034, p = 0.04, 8.1% decrease in regression coefficient).
Associations with the 3MSE, Stroop test and Phonemic Fluency
Performance on the 3MSE, Stroop test, and Phonemic Fluency did not show significant associations with diabetes status after adjusting for age, sex, and education. However, performance on both the Stoop test and Semantic Fluency was associated with fasting plasma glucose (Supplementary Table 1 ). Performance on the 3MSE was only associated with age, sex, and education, and was not significantly associated with any of the tested risk factors in this cohort. 
Discussion
New approaches to preventing the cognitive complications of T2DM are urgently needed as recent results targeting aggressive treatment of glycemia have not shown benefit in reducing cognitive decline in persons with T2DM (Launer et al., 2011) . The present analyses revealed differences in cognitive function between people affected and unaffected by T2DM in a sibling cohort, and refines prior work identifying associations between cognition and risk factors associated with T2DM. Results from this group of investigators and others have shown the importance of CAC in predicting complications outside the brain in persons with T2DM (Agarwal et al., 2011; Agarwal et al., 2012; Carr et al., 2008; Divers et al., 2011; Nelson et al., 2008; Wagenknecht et al., 2011 ) and therefore we hypothesized that CAC would explain much of the variance in cognition associated with diabetes, which was true for the three tasks associated with diabetes status (DSST, RAVLT, Semantic Fluency). The magnitude of the effects of diabetes on the cognitive tests was relatively small. This is not an uncommon finding in the literature on cognition and T2DM . While relatively small effects may not be clinically evident, awareness of subtle cognitive changes is important for health care providers as they explain detailed care regimens to patients and monitor them for adherence.
Benefits and limitations of these results
These results show the contributions of diabetes comorbidities to decrements in cognition using a family-based (genetically related) sample. The unique family design of this study is a strength, but requires thoughtful interpretation. Most studies of cognition in T2DM use a case-control design. One weakness of any case-control design is the potential for cohort effects, such as underlying differences in environment between affected and unaffected groups that may act as confounders. By using a related comparison group, this study highlights the influence of T2DM-related comorbidity when genetic and environmental background is similar. In addition, while p-values for the relationship between CAC and cognition were strong, and make sense in the context of existing literature, many models were tested, which can inflate the risk of a false positive result.
Examination of Table 1 shows that unaffected siblings are not necessarily healthy. Although they do not have diabetes, many have elevated BMI, hypertension, and significant presence of atherosclerosis. In spite of this, the presence of T2DM is detrimental for performance of verbal memory and processing speed tasks. One weakness of this design is that the results quite likely underestimate the effects of T2DM on cognition relative to what would be seen if the comparison group was age-matched healthy controls. While the comparison group in this study is not traditional, the unique design provides an important foundation for understanding the potential importance of early intervention to prevent the devastating brain complications of T2DM and its associated risk factors, which are increasingly prevalent in older adults.
The relationship between subclinical cardiovascular disease and cognition
CAC was an important predictor of cognitive function and reduced the association between cognitive function and presence of T2DM by over 30% for the DSST, RAVLT, and Phonemic Fluency. Previous studies observed that including clinically evident CVD in models of cognition and diabetes status attenuates, but does not eliminate, the relationship between diabetes and cognitive performance Ruis et al., 2009; van den Berg et al., 2009) . Using CAC, we were able to capture subclinical as well as clinically-evident atherosclerosis.
One recent study (Reijmer et al., 2011) concluded that while metabolic syndrome and IMT were associated with cognition, neither IMT nor clinically manifest vascular disease mediated the relationship between metabolic syndrome and cognition. Although the conclusion of this paper diverges from ours, we also did not observe that IMT mediated the effects of any task but the DSST. In this sample, CAC was more predictive of cognitive decline than CarCP or IMT for the RAVLT and Semantic Fluency. Inclusion of IMT in the DSST model improved the model fit, but did not replace CAC. Therefore, it might be inferred that CAC and IMT, while related, are measuring subtly different aspects of cardiovascular disease that are differently related to cognition. While our results require replication, they suggest that the cardiovascular risk conferred by T2DM, even before it is clinically evident, may explain diabetes-associated cognitive decrements in some domains. Further, early intervention to prevent mild or subclinical CVD may be an important avenue to reducing the burden of cognitive decrements in certain cognitive domains for persons with T2DM.
Associations with hypertension and microvascular disease
Associations with hypertension and microvascular disease were only observed for the DSST, and persisted after including subclinical CVD variables. This observation is in line with results from Raz and colleagues (Dahle et al., 2009 ) who observed that elevated pulse pressure was not associated with memory performance, but did correlate with perceptual-motor processing, a component of DSST performance. It is also likely that the high rate of hypertension in this population (diabetes-affected = 91.18%, diabetes-unaffected = 72.55%) interfered with our ability to assess its relative impact on specific domains of cognitive function. Rates of hypertension in cohorts with T2DM are often high, and other studies also observed no significant relationship between hypertension and cognition, even when more stringent criteria for hypertension were employed (Manschot et al., 2006; Manschot et al., 2007) .
Lack of associations with 3MSE and HbA1c
While performance on the 3MSE was significantly better in siblings unaffected with diabetes, it was not associated with diabetes status or any tested diabetes risk factors after basic demographic factors were included in the model. This result is likely due to the psychometric properties of the 3MSE; it is a test of general cognitive function that includes items representing an array of different cognitive domains. As such, it may not be sensitive or specific enough for detecting associations with diabetes risk factors.
We found no association between HbA1c and cognitive performance. Results from studies assessing associations of cognitive performance with fasting glucose or HbA1c levels have been inconsistent [for review see (Lamport et al., 2009) ]. Other researchers suggested that postprandial glucose levels (Abbatecola et al., 2006) or variation in glucose control over extended periods of time (Rizzo et al., 2010 ) might be more sensitive than FPG or HbA1c.
Associations of T2DM with different cognitive domains
These results also demonstrate that affected domains of cognitive function differ according to the presence of various diabetes comorbidities. The literature on the relationship between diabetes and cognition has reached the consensus that diabetes negatively affects a broad range of cognitive performance. However, the particular cognitive domains affected by T2DM vary by study. For example, some investigators observed that those with diabetes have poorer performance in the domain of executive function (Gunstad et al., 2007; Manschot et al., 2006) , while others have not (Bruehl et al., 2009; Gold et al., 2007) . This variability arises in part because investigators use a variety of tasks testing different cognitive domains. However, our results suggest that part of the variability arises from the heterogeneity of underlying risk factors and comorbidities of T2DM, especially subclinical CVD, and this effect may originate before clinically apparent disease. This study used a more limited range of cognitive tests than some previous studies e.g., (Manschot et al., 2006) due to feasibility given the size and time limitations of the DHS Mind. A broader battery of tests could be more informative about difference across cognitive domains.
Implications for brain health
Current consensus is that T2DM is associated with negative outcomes for the brain, but it is not yet clear what brain regions and networks are primarily affected (Bruehl et al., 2009; Gold et al., 2007; Last et al., 2007; Manschot et al., 2006) nor is the underlying pathophysiology that adversely impacts cognition clear. Most associations between neuropsychological tests and individual brain regions are based on lesion studies. However, functional neuroimaging studies over the past 20 years have made it clear that all cognitive tasks rely on brain networks.
The neuroimaging of T2DM thus far broadly supports the idea that different brain regions and cognitive domains may be affected differentially by T2DM, and our cognitive observations are in line with this. DSST performance is associated with hypertension and white matter lesions Mosley et al., 2005) , and white matter lesion burden is likely increased in those with T2DM (Manschot et al., 2006; Manschot et al., 2007) . We observed that hypertension and microvascular disease were only associated significantly with the DSST.
The RAVLT and Semantic Fluency tasks test different cognitive domains, but lesion studies suggest RAVLT and Semantic Fluency rely on the hippocampus, a complex brain region involved in higher order cognition that is important for episodic memory and establishing context (Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006) . Hippocampal atrophy in those with T2DM has been documented multiple times. Factors that have been implicated include glucose regulation (Gold et al., 2007) and BMI (Bruehl et al., 2009 ), but there are currently no studies that show an association with macrovascular variables and hippocampal size in T2DM (Brundel et al., 2010; den Heijer et al., 2003; Korf, White, Scheltens, & Launer, 2006; Korf et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, the complexities of this observation would be interesting to test further using neuroimaging methods and potentially examining the role of physical fitness, which has been associated with hippocampal volume (Erickson et al., 2009) .
Neuroimaging and lesion studies suggest the Stroop test and Phonemic Fluency depend heavily on a network that includes the prefrontal cortex (Milham et al., 2002; Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006) , another brain region important for higher cognitive function that is strongly implicated in executive function. The association between fasting glucose and frontally-mediated tasks is supported by the observation that poor glycemic control is associated with grey matter atrophy in the prefrontal cortex in middle-aged and older adults with T2DM (Bruehl et al., 2009 ) and a recent observation that resting state functional connectivity between frontal cortex and the posterior cingulate is associated with HOMA-IR (Musen et al., 2012) .
Future directions
These results strongly suggest that the heterogeneity of risk factors and comorbidities associated with metabolic disease may differentially affect specific brain regions and the networks in which they participate. They also imply that additional CVD factors, especially CAC and vascular status and not diabetes status alone are major contributors to T2DM-related cognitive decline. The clinical importance of these results is that they begin to assist clinicians in identifying the subgroups of patients with T2DM who are also at highest risk for the devastating cognitive complication that occurs in some persons with T2DM. Future analyses will build on these epidemiological findings by using the genetic, brain imaging, and serum biomarker data collected as part of the ongoing DHS-Mind study to explore the genetic and neural underpinnings of the effects of T2DMM on cognition.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx. doi.org/10.1016/j.jdiacomp.2013.04.004.
